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Zum Vortrag:
In this lecture Susan Mlangwa examines the rationale that make cross generational and multiple concurrent sex in Tanzania a public health concern. She reviews broadly and within the context of Tanzania documented facts of the two social phenomenon's nature of existence, their causes and consequences. Thereafter, she presents attempts made to intervene the situation using examples from two mass media campaigns executed by a non-profit organization in partnership with the Tanzanian government.

Zur Vortragenden:
Susan Mlangwa attained her PhD in Sociology at the University of Minnesota USA, in 2009. In her thesis she explores the implications of HIV/AIDS as a time event on gender and sexuality amongst young professional couples’ potential to exercise gender agency for health, from a longitudinal approach. The main theoretical approaches adopted in this work are “Lifecourse Theory” and “The Social Constructionist Perspective”. Currently Susan Mlangwa teaches Research Methods, and supervises masters and PhDs students at the St Augustine University Graduate School, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania.
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